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Abstract. Faugère in [2] gave an algorithm called F4 to compute more e�ciently G-
bases of ideals (of K[x1, . . . , xn]) based on linear algebra, therefore inspired by Lazard
(1983). Later in [3] Faugère published the algorithm F5 which has two strong criteria
to detect S-polynomials whose reduction is zero, without explicitly calculating the re-
duction. However it took some years [4] to give a proof that F5 is correct ( it returs a
G-basis whenever it stops) and, as far as we know, it is only known that F5 stops under
some modi�cations [1]. However F4 with FGLM, and F5 algorithms have been sucesfully
applied to solve overdetermined systems of equations coming from public cryptography
(as HFE), and symmetric cryptography (streem cipher and block ciphers). In our ex-
position we explain these algorithms, according with Faugère recommendation [3] "...to
translate F5 in F4- fashion" and show examples coming from HFE- like systems.
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